The Honourable Anthony Albanese
Prime Minister
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

2/412 Dick Road
LAVINGTON NSW 2641
22 September 2022

By webmail and Next Day Express Mail

Prime Minister
I am writing today to give you a chance to end this nonsense fast and quietly as I want to avoid
further waste of my life and angst.
I’ve given up trying to persuade the Treasurer to be positive but the claims will not go away. Mr
Chalmers is promulgating his and Senator Gallagher’s progress but they have nothing to proffer on
suppressed essential priorities like reducing bushfire risk and maintaining dysfunctional covid and
regional governance.
Today Brookings has declared 50 American conurbations as being unprepared for climate and
covid change and the Australian situation is worse as Kennedy has been suppressing the parallel
Australian effort, my national cooperative infrastructure template, for 7 years – with maximum
cruelty to me and mine and to Australia. The refusal to “repair” in defiance of OECD and World
Bank protocols maintains the waste and inefficiencies of past mistakes while camouflaging his and
his LNP clients’ corruption and malfeasances.
Governments have stolen all my assets and 10 years of my life and committed genuine atrocities
along the path, many of which have been appeased. Cruelty, oppression, deprivation and
intimidation become worse the longer they extend.
This is the position I am prepared to advertise on the basis of this letter and previous, on the way
to releasing a substantial critique on Tuesday if I’m forced to work yet another weekend:
I have given the Prime Minister a final fair offer to adopt a positive approach to our national
integrity, climate, bushfire and flood and covid crises among others.
This is as we veer from appeasing Morrison, giving comfort to Labor’s enemies, and
misrepresenting important issues of genuine criticality to future generations as well as our
international repute; into the Criminal Code and common law over conspiracy, fraud and
larceny, intimidation and harassment, duress and cruelty, and maladministration.
I trust the PM will act as an experienced industrial negotiator and restore Labor values of
fairness and care for the community without further delay, in the spirit of “I know I have to
change and I will”, and “we will put an end to the shameful tolerance of corruption”..
The attached schedule outlines the terms of the cancellation of the offer of 22 May and new
statement of terms for the escape from opprobrium for the October Budget. I will follow with a
revised draft deed of agreement. None of these are unfair or exploitative. I can almost hear Mr
Kennedy’s protestations but with the usual malicious intent. There can be no reason except
mischief to delay settlement especially, after four requests for conciliation were not replied to.
As the 2022 Budget rolls up preparation time for a genuine Labor revival, there appears to be an
increasing tendency to glad-hand on overseas trips and give assurances to Pacific neighbours

instead of focussing on real options and well-targetted solutions linked with defined outcomes
and Budget performance targets.
Social media looking for solutions but are incapable of developing them, so a well-managed
engagement cycle could have high returns.
I assure you of my goodwill and ask that you respond in similar mode, I too need a dog (and
prescription glasses)!

Robert
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•

Linking budget w climate &
demographic changes +
reducing waste/ corruption

•

•

National bushfire risk
reduction w 8,000 indigenous
rangers, initial 10 years

Template suppressed by Kennedy since
Dec 2015 – still relevant and in advance of
US practice especially where linked with
Newcastle NSIP

•

Detailed Bushfire Risk Reduction Plan as
submitted to Royal Commission and
posted on internet – praised widely

•

Methodologies “community resilience”
and for targetted and scalable stimulus
measures of much greater effectiveness
than any other sources’

•

No option but proposal above together
with National Council + Border Wars
package

•
•
•
•

Lost 10 years
Damaged health
c 8,000 children dead
Economic and medical damage from
appeasing Morrison and ignoring best
advices

•

Re-balancing medicine &
community resilience Vs
COVID waves & plan properly
w data & skills

•

Effective climate change
mitigation & AUKUS projects
at regional level similar to
Newcastle & Pres Biden

•

Start to restore iA credibility
with #1

Other major examples are
documented on 3 websites and in 4
published books as well as 5
downloads on the websites – all
major pieces of work as a
repository of reform IP
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•
•
•

Kennedy reputation
Chalmers ditt0
Metro credibility & probity
List of economic, legal and
human rights abuses

Albanese
Kennedy
Chalmers

and avoidable damage added by insane LNP "gifting" & broken Election promises
•Journalists gave all LNP wastrels Get Out of Jail Free cards by the x00s, Albanese was of that culture & endorsed Bairdijiklian Malenomics

• Climate & demographic change were pressing on urban & regional medical, education & transit, add congestion & security facilities
• Infrastructure planning was in chaos with waste & capacity crises inherited from NSW Labor esp Iemma & Rees wastrels

There has been a severe decline in the quality and accountability of
governance at national and state/territory levels. This specialist in
imaginative but practical solutions has done so in the silo & policy/project
cases. Now there is a need to squash retards and snake oil salesmen

Revised Offer

Salvos & food banks
• Piece rates now for major project lines as in a normal arrangement but no "monopoly" exploitation.
• PM can decide on a practical pathway but the National Fund is an inevitability if Govt is to be credible

22 May to Albanese deemed to have been rejected, with loss of special benefits to PM including 4 national announcements
• capital sum at valuation as before but extant $5 m penalty against Chalmers + extra $5 million for nastiness & corruption, straight to

+ Eddington in London and Baird in iNSW)
• expiate IP theft and health and macroeconomic & microeconomic damage to Australia through rejection of the National Interest
and gifting to cronies & wastrels

$500 million)
• purchase necessary IP in fair terms including template to be shared across Aus (the Newcastle NSIP which was spectacularly successful

Value Proposition • provision a national infrastructure review fund within iA but transparent, contributions by Feds (50%), States pro rata (e.g. NSW

Original Offer

Logic

Morrison
Frydenberg
Kennedy

Ignored, rejected but cherry-picking of major elements w/o payment

Turnbull
Baird
Kennedy

The Effects of Rejection of Economic Nous & the National Interest, with Vicious Plagiarism and Malevolence now Brought to Account

“BALANCE SHEET”

ILLUSTRATIONS

Brookings 23 Sept

Rose Jackson says judge govts by care for most vulnerable

Re-circulating graphics flowcharting the decline of Rule of Law
Chalmers camouflaging his panic

